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CT8010 Winovaplus Bacteria and Virus buster

 Proposed action and procedures for building treatment

The below actions and procedures are recommended to be implemented rigs, ships, offices, canteens 
etc.

Proposed procedure

Galley

 Daily cleaning 

 Cocks daily cleaning procedure as already in place, after this spray and wipe with CT8010 on 
high touch areas such as handles, food serving areas etc

 Spray the galley with CT-8010 including hard to reach areas (this aids pest control) before 
closing galley for the night

 Any other areas that are deemed to be high touch and transmittal areas may be added to daily 
cleaning by spraying and wiping (door handles, hand rails, buttons etc)

General areas

 Weekly cleaning procedure.

 Deep cleaning of all areas to remove dirt and grime. Areas include but are not limited to floors, 
shelves, top of and behind furniture (remove dust etc) handles and hand rails, bathrooms and 
toilets. Cabins, Recreation room, gym, laundry, bridge, offices etc. Use cleaner with surfactant 
to remove dirt, grime, dust and any food particle etc. Trimar Deep Clean -Concentrate is 
suitable for this in a mix 1 liter T25 Deep Clean to 20 l water. Use for mopping, wiping etc of 
all areas. Use this system for areas where visible dirt is present.

 For high contact areas such as door handles, hand rails, buttons, phone handles, etc spray BV 
Buster CT-8010 onto the surface, you may leave CT8010 to dry by itself or wipe off with a 
cloth if more convenient.

 For general areas such as floor, walls, shelves etc use a aerosol mister to spray CT-8010 a light 
spray throughout the area while walking through and let settle. No need to wipe or dry (avoid to
much to make slippery) For spraying large areas we recommend an electrical fogger, smaller 
areas may be fogged by hand pumped fogger if more practical.

 We advice provisions stores to be sprayed and wiped to ensure best result

Monthly cleaning procedure

 For air-condition central unit cooler.

 Shutdown AC

 Remove filters and clean with Trimar Deep clean solution 1:20, higher concentration may be 
required if a lot of soot in intake from outside. When clean flush with tap water. If filters are too
dirty to clean to satisfaction replace with new ones.

 Let filters soak in CT-8010 (only for any filters or grills that are re-used)
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 Clean all other surfaces inside the AC Unit with the diluted rigwash mix and wipe dry when 
clean

 Start the AC and spray CT-8010 into the units intakes and inside casing to disinfect all surfaces 
and allow sprayed mist to reach through the ducts and contact the duct walls internally. When 
sufficient time has passed that CT-8010 has been allowed to circulated throughout the system. 
Shut down the AC and reinstall filters.

 Internal suction vents in sealing etc. Remove grill and clean with Deep Clean mix as described 
above.

 Spray and wipe clean intake and surrounding area with CT-8010 

 Restart AC and spray a dose CT-8010 into the intake for long enough to reach central unit

 Replace filter if any.

 Do the above steps on all internal suction

Additional measures:

 We advice you to install hand cleaning stations with Hygiene of Sweden's non-alcoholic hand 
sanitizer in strategic areas. This will reduce virus and bacteria spread at the earliest possible 
stage by allowing and encouraging staff to frequently sanitize their hands. Suitable areas can be 
in mess, bathrooms, in office receptions etc where people frequently pass by.

 Installations with potable water tanks or water of questionable quality are recommended to be 
treated by CT80 series chemical, more advice available on johan@eurolube.net 

Sanitation for Covid 19 virus:

Notes on spread and protection:

Our best understanding of the risk of contamination and spread of Covid 19 based on information from 
our Biochemist partners at Winova and WHO etc is.

 Covid 19 spreads primarily by droplets or saliva from infected person (cough, spit, sneeze, 
exhalation spray) https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus#tab=tab_1

 Covid 19 can survive for 72 hours or more on substrates http://hygieneofsweden.com/hygiene-
news/

Based on the above it is prudent to take precautions to hinder droplets from mouth/ nose (mask), and to 
avoid close contact with others (social distancing) when cleaning a building for possible Covid 19 the 
operators need to understand that the surfaces may be contaminated with active virus whilst the air 
should not be an issue. The operator should wear suitable gloves such as surgical gloves, mask and 
goggles (to avoid touching themselves around mouth/ nose/ eyes). It is also prudent to wear disposable 
suits while performing the job and when exiting the work site spray those with CT8010 and dispose 
them. Once all PPE has been removed it is a good measure for the operator to clean hands and any 
exposed skin with Hygiene of Sweden hand sanitizer.

CT8010 is a triple approach product that utilize active surface tension and barrier layer in combination 
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with smart anticides, this means that the surface sprayed will be protected for several days after it has 
dried in. The same works for PPE. Note that this treatment can be compromised by cleaning liquids or 
physical impact such as a rubbing a hand rail. It will however provided longer, better and less 
detrimental protection vs ex alcohol. (more in the attached presentation)
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